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Introduction 

Organizations migrating from on-premises to the 
cloud are doing so to reap the benefits of modern 
cloud-based services and applications. Despite 
one of those benefits being cost savings, rapid 
cloud adoption has the potential for 
exponentially increasing IT costs. Additionally, 
the typical “lift, shift and forget” methodology 
keeps clients from realizing savings and they 
spend more than expected. The reason being, 
most IT organizations are not equipped to 
optimize cloud spend – and when you think about 
it, why would they? 

Cloud economics requires a specialized set of 
skills, tools, and context. While some 
organizations try to achieve success using tools 
alone, understanding the context surrounding 
business goals and internal structures is critical 
for positive outcomes. This comprehensive 
approach serves as the foundation for 2nd Watch 
engagements. Our partnerships, both with the 
client and the CSP(s) are created on a foundation 
of both relationship building and cloud expertise. 
Together, this combination of art and science 
maximizes cloud capabilities, spend, and internal 
collaboration throughout the organization. 
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Relationship Building from the
Center Out 

Large entities grown through acquisition or highly distributed business units require 
multiple cloud deployments in a variety of settings – and yet cloud spend 
management often falls on IT. It can be especially challenging to achieve cost 
optimization in these environments because each unit is working within its unique 
parameters and goals. In order for cloud economics to benefit the organization, IT 
needs insight into each business unit's cloud usage, and ultimately, their cloud 
consumption cost. 

2nd Watch specializes in connecting the dots between business unit cloud 
consumption and IT capabilities to implement strategic cost optimization techniques. 
Only after understanding what is being spent, which business unit is spending it, and 
where it is spent, can organizations begin to efficiently carry out cloud financial 
operations, or FinOps. Central to gaining these insights is relationship building with 
business units and IT. 

Just as any financial advisor would get to know a person's lifestyle, wants, needs, 
and goals prior to recommending a plan for realizing those goals, 2nd Watch works 
closely with stakeholders to understand their 'why.' For example, why does a 
business unit spend the way they do? How does it impact their bottom line, 
operations, production, etc.? On the other side, why does the organization think their 
cloud spend should be X? How does that number influence their board of directors, 
new business initiatives, growth projection? Equipped with a holistic understanding 
of the business, 2nd Watch experts can better advise cloud optimization strategies 
with a higher return on investment (ROI). 

Tooling is Only Half the Equation 

The most common mistake of cloud adoption is relying on tools to do the work for 
you. Of course, tools are a necessary, important, and an incredibly useful 
component of cloud adoption, but their role is to support humans. It's not enough to 
simply deploy a tool and blindly follow automated outputs. Tools provide data, not 
context. Another issue with tools is they are run by IT, and the recommendations 
sent to the business units that never implement those recommendations. 
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It's a nuance blend of gathering data points from tools, interpreting it 
with the help of stakeholders, and then being able to communicate 
findings to business owners in a way that makes sense and presents 
opportunities for achievement. The consulting side of 2nd Watch 
enables IT with these wrap-around capabilities to drive cloud 
optimization for reduced cloud spend. 

Tagging for instance requires human intervention to appropriately 
classify where spend is going across different businesses. 2nd Watch 
works with business units to identify and implement data governance 
for unified analytics across the organization. Financial reconciliation 
can mean interacting with cloud providers to remediate billing issues. 
As an AWS Premier Consulting Partner, Google Cloud Partner, and 
Microsoft Gold Partner, 2nd Watch advocates on behalf of our 
partners to get them the best deals. Failing to combine humans with 
tools can damage the integrity of data output, waste resources, and 
corrupt data-based decision making, strategic implementation, and 
expected business outcomes. 
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Failing to understand the limitations of tools is often what leads to overprovisioning 
in the cloud, which of course, increases spend unnecessarily. While it can be 
tempting to add the latest shiny tool with big promises of efficiency and automation, 
the distractions are damaging. Because of the relationship we form with our clients, 
2nd Watch cloud experts provide unbiased consulting and advisement on what 
tools do and don't contribute to your bottom line. 

Context Comes From Stakeholders 

To understand FinOps factors such as the business criticality of 
applications, usage patterns over time, cyclical impacts, and short 
and long term business plans, you have to speak with stakeholders. 
These are the people who provide context to both align and bridge 
the gap between architectural technology discussions, and financial 
decision making. 
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Cloud Economics Through 
Organization-Wide Optimization 
Another common misstep in organizations is assuming cloud adoption benefits 
stakeholders in the same way. The blanket term 'optimization' affects or impacts 
different layers of stakeholders in a variety of unique ways. When people hear 
optimization, they instantly think cost savings, but that's not a guaranteed outcome, 
and that's why 2nd Watch's role as a trusted financial cloud partner is so vital. 

We continue connecting the dots between data and context, not just for business 
units and IT, but also for C-level business leaders whose buy-in is a must-have for 
FinOps. For example, savings plans and reserved instances are typically directed 
from the corporate, but right-sizing, refreshing families, auto-parking, and waste 
elimination are completed by application teams. These teams have the knowledge 
and experience necessary for actually doing something to the physical instance or 
resources that are running. In this situation, stakeholders at both the corporate level 
and from the application team need to collaborate in order to accomplish their 
common goal efficiently and effectively. 

Regardless of the scenario, strategy development and implementation is an exercise 
in joining multiple aspects of an organization. It's data, context, communication, 
collaboration, and a mutual understanding between stakeholders about the future. 
2nd Watch understands how to speak to different stakeholders in the same meeting 
for mutually agreed upon outcomes. We help partners build presentations, gather 
necessary insights, and convey business-wide impacts so that everyone can get on 
board. 

Overcoming Cloud Adoption Hurdles 

One of the biggest challenges of cloud adoption is how to avoid overprovisioning. 
Most commonly, it's due to lack of experience within the cloud. Organizations moving 
from on-premises to the cloud often lack the internal expertise necessary to optimize 
cloud-based resources. It's much different from on-prem environments, which is why 
enlisting the help of a trusted cloud partner is a solid investment when establishing 
best-practices for FinOps. A nyone who says the cloud is more expensive than on-
prem is not using it the wa y it's meant to be used. 
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Third-party advisors brought in by corporate IT are typically received 
with mixed feelings. Some business units may see it as a slight to 
their capabilities, or a way to make them look bad to the higher ups. 
This is especially true if the third-party says the business unit is 
overspending – and very often, that is the case. Business units don't 
want their budgets threatened or a limited ability to spend in the 
future. 

2nd Watch cloud advisors understand the reluctance of business 
units, and work collaboratively to emphasize our role as a partner, 
not a commander. We actually make businesses look better to the 
organization by showing how well they're able to adopt optimization 
strategies, act as a fiduciary of cloud spend, and utilize budget to 
drive revenue. 
Our FinOps strategies help organizations reduce cloud spend by 
removing unnecessary costs and streamlining operations. Using 
similar strategies on a business unit-level enables the business to 
reallocate their budget and resources for new application 
development that contributes to company value. We act as extension 
of your team, motivated to reach the same goals mutually agreed 
upon by the organization and their business units. 

2nd Watch helps organizations realize the true potential of the cloud as it relates to 
business enablement and cost optimization. Born in the cloud over a decade ago, 
2nd Watch can proactively address common adoption hurdles, including 
overprovisioning, to avoid setbacks. For example, rigorous cloud spend strategies 
and management must come from the corporate level. This can include something 
as simple as mandating auto parking. Even though the application teams will 
implement it, the directive is always more successful when it comes from the top of 
the organization – someone like a CFO or CIO for instance. Implementing measures 
like these before inherent issues arise help organizations increase internal cloud 
adoption and foster a cloud culture for maximum returns. 

Understanding the Role of a
Third-Party Cloud Advisor 
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Ready for the Next Step in Your

Cloud Journey? 

Cloud adoption is a smart strategy for large organizations and their business units, 
but the benefits are not guaranteed. In fact, nearly half of cloud users report that 
they have yet to realize their cost-reduction goals. Unfortunately, many 
organizations actually end up increasing spend without the ROI they expect. It's not 
an easy transition from on-premises to the cloud, but with the right strategies, 
management tools, and a trusted cloud advisor by your side, organizations can reap 
considerable cost optimization benefits. Modernizing your infrastructure with the art 
and science approach – that is bringing together both data and tools, and 
stakeholder context – creates the foundation required for value-added continuous 
optimization. 

Cloud Economics Team

Cloud economics provides the foundation for consistent infrastructure and 
operations across IT environments, enabling organizations to unlock additional 
operational savings and reduce complexity. 2nd Watch takes a holistic approach to 
cloud economics and follows the FinOps Foundation’s Principles to ensure your 
cloud environments run as efficiently as possible. Our Cloud Economics Team 
specializes in strategy, planning, cost optimization assessments, spot instance, 
container optimization, multi-cloud optimization, forecasting, modeling, and 
analytics. As an AWS Premier Partner, Google Cloud Partner, and Microsoft Gold 
Partner, we have deep knowledge and understanding of their products from both a 
licensing and technical perspective.

https://www.finops.org/framework/principles/



